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DEAR ………
An apology for the TOPO
error
In the previous issue the results of the inter-house
recitation competition were published. The third
position in Algol Star and Pole Star went to Rudra
Desai and not Rudra Kothari as mentioned. We
apologise for the error published in the newsletter.

Art classes
Parents can see the students’art work through the
following link:
http://tisciecreators.blogspot.in/

That’s right, it’s ‘Drop Everything and Read’. If a
child is able to understand what he reads and if he
can express or incorporate those ideas in his speech,
then sky is the limit for his growth. Most problems
arise due to a child’s inability to read his text and
comprehend the same. Parents can be a partner in
this DEAR endeavour. It’s like saying ‘statue’ when
nothing works. Try some interesting ways to
supervise your child’s reading habits.

Reschedule of events
The science exhibition scheduled for last week of
June will be postponed to 24th July 2015.
The Talent competition will be held as per the
schedule. The medical checkup for students (Dental
and Eye) will be held on 9th and 10th July 2015.
Registration for the 2015-16 Olympiads is in
progress. The schedule for the Olympiad exams is
as follows.
OLYMPIADS

DATE

CYBER OLYMPIADS

23rd September

SCIENCE OLYMPIADS

5th November

MATHS OLYMPIADS

26th November

ENGLISH OLYMPIADS

20th January

MaRRS maze of words
MaRRs Ken Ken
Students from grade 3-10 have actively registered
for Ken Ken, an interesting stimulator for the young
mathematical minds. This needs practice. Plenty of
online practice sessions are available. Students may
make the best use of this platform and trigger their
Left Brains for a winning stroke.
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It is a competition in English Language involving
word recognition exercises. The participants
develop fleetness of thought and vocabulary too .It
is designed to encourage the students for
progressive education. Xpress Math is designed to
test the latent mathematical talent of the student to
help in assessing their skills beyond the scope of
normative grading.We are proud to announce and
congratulate the qualifiers and participants of
June 2015
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MaRRS Maze of Words State Championship and
Xpress Math National Prelims 2014-15. Listed
below is the result for the above mentioned
competitions.
Name of the
student

Name of the
competition

Class

Rank /
Grade

Sara Damani
Aishi Kasera
Vrushti Shah
Delisha Sinha
Bhavya Muni
Prasana Doshi

Maze of words
Xpress Math
Xpress Math
Xpress Math
Xpress Math
Xpress Math

2
2
3
3
6
6

4th rank
A+
A+
18th rank
10th rank
A

Learning by doing

abstract. The children become familiar with (ones,
tens, hundreds and thousands) as the golden beads
are physical representation of numbers. By using
these materials, the children experience
independence, enhance their concentration and are
happy while on their learning journey.

Sequencing events (grade 3)
Students work in team, follow the clues, interpret
them and sequence the events.

Fire in the mountains(Grade 2)

Golden beads (grade1)
The children are introduced to the concept of place
value using the golden bead set. Operations with the
golden beads begin concretely and progress towards
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The World Environment Day
On 5th June 2015, Grade X students conducted the
morning assembly, commemorating the 'World
Environment Day'. The World Environment Day is
celebrated every year on 5th June to broach global
awareness and encourage people to make
constructive efforts to protect nature and our planet
Earth.Taking into account the theme for this year,'7
billion dreams. One planet. Consume with care',
each of the X Graders read out some significant
facts and information about the WED. The purpose
of this was to emphasize the essence of this day and
to create awareness among the children about the
various environmental issues. The assembly was
concluded with a series of rhetorical quotes and
posters. Further celebrating the day, we worked in
pairs to prepare 'Magigraphs', widely focusing on
the concept of 'World Environmental Issues'. Each
pair had come up with a unique Magigraph, very
cleverly highlighting the various environmental
problems in the most creative ways.

PTA for 2015-16
The contestants for PTA for the current academic
year turned in for an election and selection process.
The executive committee was also formed on 11th
July 2015.

ELECTED P.T.A. MEMBERS LIST
FOR A.Y. 2015-16
SR

1

NAME OF MEMBER/
DESIGNATION
AMRITA KAUR SAWHNEY

CLASS
I-(PS)

MEMBER
2

JAYESH SANGHVI

II- (AD)

MEMBER
3

MINAL SORI

III-(BP)

Jt. SECRETARY 1
4

PALLAVI JOSHI

IV-(AR)

MEMBER
5

RACHANA SONTHALIA

VI

MEMBER
6

VRINDA CHUGH

VII

CO-CHAIR PERSON
7

SMITA SHETH

VIII

MEMBER
8

MEHUL DALAL

IX

JT.SECRETARY 2

(Sara Shahid X)
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We congratulate the parent members and the
executive committee members.

June 2015

